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Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The
relationship of words to the things they represent and to the
mind that forms them has long been the subject of linguistic
enquiry. Joseph Graham s challenging book takes this debate
into the field of literary theory, making a searching enquiry
into the nature of literary representation. It reviews the
arguments of Plato s Cratylus on how words signify things, and
of Chomsky s theory of the innate natural status of language
(contrasted with Saussure s notion of its essential
arbitrariness). In the process, Graham explores the issues of
meaning and intentionality in representation, and questions of
how the mind represents the world. Graham s use of linguistic
theories and models leads him to a new response to Wimsatt s
notion of the verbal icon, Stanley Fish s concept of literature as
self-consuming artifact, and de Man s idea of its function as an
allegory of reading. In showing them in fact to be
complementary, he transcends the current controversies
among literary theorists, arguing that the solution lies not in
epistemology or philosophy, but in...
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Completely one of the best publication I have actually read. Indeed, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and
amazing literature. Your lifestyle span will likely be transform when you complete reading this book.
-- Mr s. Ag ustina  K em m er  V-- Mr s. Ag ustina  K em m er  V

The very best publication i possibly read. it was writtern very perfectly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Wilhelm  Pr edovic-- Wilhelm  Pr edovic
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